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SOME THEORETICAL LOW-SPEED SPAN LOADING CHARACTERISTICS OF
SWEPT ~TGS IN ROLL ANI) SHIESLIP
By JOHND. BIRD
SUMMARY
The Weiwinger method for determining additional span
loading for incompressible J70W is used to $nd the damping in
roll, the lateral center of pressure of the rolling load, and the
span loading coejla”ents caused by rolling f or -wing plan forms
of rarious aspect ratios? taper ratios, and sweep angles. In
addition, the applicability of the method to the determination
of certain other aerodynamic dem”ratires is inwstigatecl, a:nd
corrections for the first-order efects of compressibility are
indicated.
The agreement obtained between experimentally and theo-
retically determined ralues for the aerodynamic coej$cien tis
indicates that the method of Weitwinger is well suited to the
calculation of the additional span loading cau~ed by rolling
and for the calculation of such resulting aerodynamic detira-
tires of wings as do not inrolce considerations of tip suction.
IXTRODUCTIOF4
The Xational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has
conducted for some time a program consisting of both
t.heoreticaI and e.xperimenta.linvestigations for determining
the elfec.tsof plan form on the various aerodynamic deriva-
tives of wings. The efforts in this direction have recentIy
been intensified as a.result of recourse to Iarge amounts of
wing sweep for dela.~%g t-heonset of the drag rise associated
with Mach number effects. Several methocls for computing
some of the lo-w-speed characteristics of vcinge having Iw-ge
amounts of sweep have been eraluat ed in reference 1, and
one of the most promising methods was used in reference 2
for cm analysis of the effects of plan form on the additional
loading caused by angle of attack.
In this report, the low-speecl effects of plan form on the
additional loading causecl by rolling and on the dampirg in
roll are determinecl. The calculations were macle by the
method of Weissinger (reference 3) for a -rariety of pkm
forms having sweep a.ngIes,aspect ratios, and taper ratios
which encompass the probable ranges of these ~ariables.
E2cperimentaldata are given for verification of some of the
results, and the applicability of the method to the det,er-
mimtion of certain other derivatives is im-estigatecl. The
simplification of the Weissinger method resulting from the
fact that the span loadingg under in~estigation are a.nti-
yrmmetrica.1abouf the midspan of the w@ is given in the
appendix along -w-it.ha calculation form and necessary
instructions for its use in calculating antisjmmetricaI lift
distributions. Constants are given for calculations which
determine the circulation at 7 and 15 points along the wing
span.
Forces
SYMBOLS
and moments are referred to the stability axes, the
origin of which is assumed to be at. t-he projection of the
quarter-chord point of the mean aerodynamic chord of the
wing on the plane of symmetry. The stability-axes system
is shown in figure 1. The coefficients and symbols used
herein are defined as follows:
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span-Ioadi~~ coefficient for unit wing-tip helix angle
pb/2J”
span-loacling coefficient for unit clihedral and unit
sideslip
rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with
wing-tip heIix angle pb/2-T”
rate of change of yawing-moment coefficient with
wing-tip helix angle pb/2J’
rate of change of rolliig-moment coefficient with
angIe of sideslip P
~-alueof Clpfor unit dihecIra.1angle 1’
Lift.
()
lift coefficient ~
local. lift coe5cient
Section Iift
( qc )
Rolling moment
rolling-moment coefficient
( qsb )
(
Yawing moment
yawing-moment coeftlcient q~b )
spanwise center-of-pressure location of one wing
()
paneI, fraction of semispan fig
1-
rolling moment
yawing moment
angle of attacli of wing with respect to a.tis system
airfoil chord
()
mean wiw chord ~
angle of sicledip, radians
dihedral angIe (measured in plane which includes
Y-axis ancl is normal to wing surface), radians
rate of rolI, radians per unit time
dynamic pressure
-relocity
wing span
wing area
aspect ratio
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tmg~eof sweep of quarter-chord line of wing
(
Tip chord
‘aPer ‘atio Root chord)
distance aIong Y-axis from origin
distance aIong Y-axis to Iateral center of pressure of
loadiug under consideration.
section lift-curve slope for section normaI to quarter-
chord ,Iine, per ra&an
Mach number, ratio of velocity of free stream to
velocity of sound
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
GENERAL REMARKS
The calculations of span loadings carried out in this report
were made by the m~thod of Weissinger as described in
references 1 and 3 and as utflized in reference 2 for an investi-
gation of the effects of plan form on the additional loading
caused;hy=angle of attack. The span loadings caused byt.,---
roIhng, the resulting damping-in-roll parameter CIP,and the
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lateral center of pressure ~,flare given for the range 01 plau
forms shown in figure 2 along with a check of Lhcvalidity of
the method of ‘il”eissingerfor rolling loads in ilgurcs 3 to &
The values of Ctip/CLand the dihedral cfi’ect contributed
by geometric dihedral C#’, as determined from the cidcu-
Iated loadings and related information, are presented in
figures 7 to 9 for a few u@apered plan forms.
The span loadings presented herein and the values of”tho
aerodpmnic derivatives may be corrected to correspond to
section lift-curve slopes other than 2vrby rnult.iplication of
the loading coefficients or derivatives by the ratio of tho
chosen lift-curve slope to 27r(which is inherent in the Weis-
singer method) as is discussed in reference 1. A somewhat
more exact way to account for the effect of changes in th(3
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FIGURE2.—Ronge of phm forms for which rolling loods wcro Calculated.
slope of the section lift curve on Cg=-wouldbe to obtain the
folIovr@ ratio (reference 4):
F’,)=o_ A+4 COS ~
~–
()
: .4+4 Cos A
Multiplication of the Weissinger values of Cl= by this ratio
would yield the -ralue of Cl=for any chosen section-lift-curve
slope.
The subsonic effects of corapressibihty as given b-y an
application of the Prandt,I-Glauert mile may be determined
for t-hecharacteristics presented herein in the same manner
as given in reference 2 for the additional Ioad caused by
angle of attack. The characteristics of a tig at a given
Mach number are obtainecl for an equi-wdentwing in incom-
pressible flow as defined by
h4ident=~
Amu.=ti=A~l –MO’
The loading coefficients and derivatives ~, -~~ 01,,
c ~r
and CIB/I’ are then muhiplied by l/~1 —Jf02. The lat=~
center of pressure qa needs no multiplication factor.
COMPARISON OF BESULTS FOR ItOLLWITH EXPERIMENT
Figure 3 gives a comparison of values of CJPas ca.IcuMed
by the 7-point method of Weissinger a.ncIas determined by
experiment in the rolIing-flow section of the Langley stability
tunnel. The values indicate very good correlation for most
of the test results -when the section lift-curve slope of the
experimental data is taken into account. Figure 3 indicates
that the section lift-curve slope of the experimental data is
90 to 95 percent of the theoretical value of %. The method
of ‘iVeissingeris expected to apply well to the case of rolling
Ioads because the control points for t-he dowmrash sum-
mation are grouped near the tip of the wing where the load
is greatest ancl is changing most rapidly. Calculation of
roHing span loadings by the M-point Weissinger method
results in no appreciable improvement over the 7-point
method for the range of plan forms investigated. The
accuracy of the Weissinger method was found, however, to
decrease with increasing aspect ratio and sweep. The
7-point method is used herein to determine the effect of plan
form on t-he rolling span Ioading, the damping in rolI, and
the lateral center of pressure.
EFFECTS OF PLAII’FORM ON LOAD DfSTRfBU~ON AND DAM??fii’GLx’ROLL
The additional loadings caused by rolling, the damping in
roll, and the lateral center of pressure of the additional
loading for rings of -rarious aspect ratios, s~eeps, and taper
ratios as cletermined by the 7-point method of Weiesinger
are presented in figures 4 to 6.
For aspect ratios of t-heorder of 6 the Iatera.Icenters of
pressure move outward, and the values of Cz, decrease with
angle of s-weepin a normally accepted manner for the range
of phm forms investigated. The variation of the Ioading
along the span becomes markedly more linear for a greater
proportion of the span with increased sweep for taper ratios
of 0.5 and 1.0, this linearity indicating an approach to the
case of the two-dimensional yawed wing. A fev caIcrdatiom
for negative angles of sweep at an aspect ratio of 3.5 and a
taper ratio of 1;0 show that the value of Cl= for a positive
angle of sweep is very nearly the same as that for the cor-
responding negative angle of sweep for t-hisparticular plan
form. The effects of increased taper (decreased taper ratio)
are to shift the load toward the center of the wing and also
to decrease the magnitude of the load for a giwm rolIing
-reIocity. These effects, of course, result.in decreased -dues
of cl . For the range of taper ratios considered herein, most
of t,h; reduction. in CImwith taper ratio occurs between taper
ratios of O.5 and O. -
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FIGURE4.—Additionelspanloadii fnrollforwingsof various taper ratios andsweeps 0s cakdated by the 7-point method of Weissingor.
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Ta,per-ratio and sweep variations produce little effect ou
the magnitude or distribution of loading for an aspect ratio
of 1.5 and, consequently produce small changes in the values
of Cl= and the Iateml center of pressure q~fl. Reference 2
indicates a reversal in the effect of sweep on the lift-curve
sIope at low aspect ratios.and sweeps. A similar effect was
noted herein for Czm,but the magnitude of this reversaI was
exceedingly small.
The result of reference 5, for extremeIy Iovv-aspect-ratio
triangles, is incIuded in the pIots of Cl=against”aspectratio A.
(See fig. 5.) This result in conjunction with the materiaI of
this investigation indicates a logical approach to zero plan-
form effect at zero aspect ratio. Reference 2 indicates that
this result is true for the lift-curve slope also.
COMPARISON ‘OFRESULTS FOR Cmn WITH EXPERIMENT
The resuks of a few cakmlations of the derivative C., for a
taper ratio of 1.0 are presented in figure 7. These calculations
invoIved the use of span loadings determined by the method
of Weissinger and the concepts of the Prandtl lifting-Iine
theory. The additional loading caused by sngIe of attack
was determined from reference 2 and the loading caused by
rolling, from the present report. The procedure, in effect,
involved tiding the direction cosines of the Iift vector, at
various stations along the wing in roil at an angle of attack, on
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FXGURE6.-Lateral center of pressure of additional loading caused by rollfng for wings of
variouetaper ratios, sweeps, and sspect ratios as calculated by the 7-point method of
Wdssinger.,
the assumption that this vector was at all times perpendicular
to the reIative wind and the quarter-chord line of the wing.
The tial force and moment coefficients were determinecIby
integrating the components of the vectors across the span.
This method of cakndafiionwhich accounts for the cflect of
leading-edge suction appears to be a better approxinmtion
for the rectangular case than for highly tapered wings.
The results of these calculations are shown in figure 7
along with experimental data from reference 6 and an extra-
polation of the results of reference 7 as presented in refer-
ence 4. The discrepancy between the results of these calculti-
tions and the experimental points appears to bc attributabIo
to the neglect of tip suction. The contribution of tip suction
to C.P is known to increase Q.Sthe aspect ratio is climinished.
For tie subsonic case, as the aspect ratio of a rectangular wing
is made smaIIer,more of the lift is carrieclat the leading edge.
For vmishingIy small aspect ratio, Ribner’s theory (refcr-
&ce 5) may be extended to give the vtdue of aZ=/CLfor the
rectangIe. This result is shown in figure 7 by the clashline.
Good agreement is obtained with the expcrimentrd results
for the rectangle. This theoretical result is purely i-heellcct
of tip suction, and its, agreement with the experimental
values indicates that C.m/&?Lis Imgely depenilcnt on this
phenomenon for Iowaspcct ratios. The method of Weissingcr,
which contains no consideration of chorcl Iottcling, thus
does not appear to be ideally suited to the cakndat.ion of
the increments of derivatives contributed by tip suction.
COMPAIUSON OF RESULTS FOR Clb/PWITH EXPERIMENT
The results of the application of the 15-point method of
Weissinger to the ca.lc@ation of t,he,e.ffectof 100-percent-span
geometric dihedral on the additional span loading cause-dby
sideslip and the derivative CIBme given in figures S and 9.
In calculating the loading caused by sideslip, the eflec~of the
skewness of the trailing vortices was assumccl to be small in
comparison -with other considerations. This assumption
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reduces the problem to one of determbing the span loading
of a wing which has equal and opposite an@es of attack on
the t-wo W@ panels. These angles correspond to the
produci of the angle of sicleslipand the angle of dihedral for
the right wing paael and the negative of this product for the
left -ring paneL
Comparison in figure 9 of the results of the calculation of
rlJr by this method with experimental results from refer-
ences 8 to 13 indicates good agreement in the case of zero
sweep. E-xperimental results are given in some cases for
several angles of attack. Xt shouIcL be noted that this
mIcuIation predicts appreciably smaller values of ~lJl?
than the resuIts of reference 7 and the extrapolation t-hereof
(reference 8) shown in figure 9. These resdts approach
those of reference 5 for low-aspect-ratio triangIes as the
aspect ratio is diminished. The effect of increased s-wee~is
to decrease the value of CtB/17,the effect being greater for a
gi-ren incremental sweep a.tIarge sweep angIes than at small.
The approximate method of reference 8 which was designed
to preclict changes in ~JI’ with changes in sweep predicts
the effect of sweep to be greater than that shown in the
calculations of the presenfireport.
The ac[cl.itionaIoa.clingscaused by a unit dihedral at-unit
sideslip incIic.ate a concentration of the Ioad@ much nearer
bhe center section thaa in t-herolIing case -whichis in agree-
ment with the anticipated result. (See fig. 8.) The effect
of sweep is again to shift the load nearer the tip for the range
of plan forms in~estigated.
The T-point method of Weissinger predicted slightly
smaIler values of C#’ than the 15-point, method. This
discrepancy is in all likelihood a result of the lack of definition
of the unit angIe of attack in the vicinity of the midspan.
The Weissinger method groups most of the control points for
the summation of the downwash near the tip region: For
calculations of the type discussed in this section and for
aileron or twist,iwestigations, a uniform spanwise grouping
of the controI poinbs appears to be preferable.
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CONCLUSIONS
A theoretical investigation of the” low-speed additional
span loading of wings of various plan forms in roll and certain
related derivatives indicated the foIlowing conclusions:
1. The method of Weissinger appears to be well suited to
the calculation of the span loading caused by roll and for the
‘calculation of such resulting aerodynamic derivatives of
wings as do not invoIve considerations of tip suction.
2. For aspect ratios of the order of 6 the lateral centers of
pressure move outward, and the values of Cl,, the rate of
change of rolling-moment coefficient with wing-tip helix
angle, decrease with angle of wing sweep in a normally
accepted manner. The effects of increased, taper are, of
course, to shift the lateral center of pressure toward the
center of the wing and to decrease the vaIues of Cl .v
3, Taper ratio and sweep variations produce lihtlc cflcct
on the magnitude or distribution of span Ioacling for wings of
aspect ratios of 1.5 or lower and, consequently, produce small
changes in the values of the damping in roll and the lateral
center of pressure of the rolling Ioad.
4. The effect of increased sweep is to clccreasc the value of
the rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with angle of
sideslip per unit dihedral angle, Cl@/I’, the rate of dccrcasc
being Ia.rgcstat large sweep angles.
LANGLEY AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORS COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY AIR l?ORCE BASE, VA., December W, 1948.
APPENDIX
PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING ANTISYMMETRICAL LOADS BY THE METHOD OF WEISSINGER
GENERAL
Reference 1 presents a development of the method of
Weissinger and a procedure for calculating symmetrical
loads. The calculation of antisymnetrictd loads permits,
in much the ssme manner as in the case for symmetrical
loads, an appleciabIe reduction in labor over that of the
general solution. These simplifications and the tabular form
used for the comfiutations made for this report are presented
herein for completeness. The use of the tables for calculat-
ing span loadings is.described at Iength in a section following
the derivation of the equations.
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS
The method of Weissinger considers the wing repIaced by
a bound vortex located on the quarter-chord line and trailing
vortices extending downstream to infirity. The distribu-
tion of circulation is determined so that the verticaI com-
ponent of the induced velocity due to this vortex system at
the ~c line is equaI and opposite to the corresponding com-
ponent of the incident flow. The required integrations of
the downwash equations are performed by summations in
the manner of Multhopp (reference 14). Weissinger derives
a set of simultaneous equations in terms of the loading
coefficient Q. (reference 3) .
–m~,b*,,nG.=av (1)
wherein the integers vand n are related to the nondimensional
spanwise stations q and < by
n-q=f2=cos—
m+l
and
-.
where m is the number of points at which the span-loading
coefficictits are to be determined. The symbol a, refers to
the geometric angle of attack a,t station V, and the loading
coefficient” G. is the circulation at stat.ion n clivided by t.hc
wing span and free-stream velocity. The cocficients b*,,n
in this set of equations are given by
b*p,.=2b,,.–(zrvg.,n (2)
Also,
‘ (–) ——-b“n=[cos(E)‘]
except for n= v where
by,,= m+l
()4 sin Zm+l
The parameter ur, is the ratio of the wing span t.o t.hcchord
at station V. The influence function g,,. is defined by
–1
[
“ ~A(~, l.d.fn,p+w!n=q~+l) ~
Z* (P,o)jn,~+.L*(v, M+ 1)#f,,,M+l
2 1 (3)
and is the result of an integration over the span of the plan-
form function L* mUltiplieclby the values of j:
where M is the number of stations used in the spanwisc
integration of equation (3).
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For an antisymmetrical load
G-,= —(7-.+1.,
G*=O
2
and
a“= — Cinj+l.r
CY.+1= o
2
Thus, the sohtion of the down-washequation now becomes,
because of t-hereduction in the number of unknowns,
m—l
If the summation is made from 1 to
.&f-l
~ ~ equation (3)
becomes
LA(ZJ,o)jn,o+L@, lM+ l)j?h .W+I
2 )
(6)
Substitution of equations (2) and (6) into equation (5]
gives the solution
m-l
[
–~ 2(b,..–b,,~~J-J +
LJV,M+- 1)fm+l-n, af+l
g )1G, =a, (7)
An examination of equation (4) shows that for even values
of Jtl
fm+l-?b,.=-fw (8)
and for odd -dues of p~
kl-n,,=k
‘Where M is odd, the funcfiions containing f.,p and &l-g of
equation (7) cancel, so odd values of A may be eliminated
from futier consideration. Further exmnination of equa-
tion (4) shows that
fx, ~G1-P=fn.F (9)
Applying equations (8) and (9) to equation (7) gives
m—1
T
ZJ
{
—!2(b,,z—b,,~~I-J +
‘n=l
ill+ 1
where f~, ~has one-half its normal value for p= Qand ~-
Since 7M~l_P=—~(p) and ody positive v~Iues Of 7 are
used in this calculation form, from reference 1, page 51,
[~~(%p) +~A(% ~f+ l–d]=
m-,
J 1+#tanA(q+2+(T1-a’–l
ar,(q—yj +
1
{:
/
}
~ [-&tan A(q-7) ‘+(q+?)z_l +
ar,(~-1+ -&+2tI tam ~
/2 tan i~l (~,+q tan A)2+#
&,+2q tan A
For convenience, the parameters
—2(b,, ~—b~,.~+I-n)
—2fn, g
[~A(v, P) +~A(Z’,A~+l-P)]
and
.%1+1
~–2f~,,[L& ~)+~A(~,flf+l-P~]
are denoted by
=
c
v. n
and
respectively.
3..
~A(v,. Ad
=
9v,n
Equation (10) thus becomes
m-I
~
1a,[%(i;+l)~Yr~Gn=cY”(11)
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USE OF TABLES
Table I presents the tabular form used for making the
calculations where m=ill= 7. Table H presents values for
certain columns of table I for use when making calculations
where m=ik?= 15. The 15-point cdcuhition t&es approxim-
ately four times m long to. complete as the 7-point
calculation.
Aspanloading is calculated by firstselecting thewing sweep,
aspect ratio, and taper ratio and carrying out the operations
indicated in table I through column @. C?olumn@ is then
calculated by the procedure given in the sample calcula-
tions in table 111. The remainder of the columns of table I
are then calculated as indicated. The values of column @
are the coefficients of the loading ordinates G. for v= 1, 2, 3
and n= 1, 2, 3 as required by equation (11). These values
determine three simultaneous equations relating the loading
at three spanwise stations (corresponding to the values of
n) to the values of the angle of attack at three sp”anwise
stations (corresponding to the values of v). For determining
the loading caused by roil (unit @/2 V), these angle-of-attack
values are the same ‘as the values of T given in column ~.
Table 111 shows the setup of the simultaneous equations
from the values of column.@. These equations can be most
easily solved by the method given in reference 15. The
results are given in the form of loading ordinates amwhich
refer to the spanwise positions given by..
~=+z=cos-#&
The loadings at the positions n=O and ~~% corresponding
to the tip and the root, are zero.
Calculations made for m=M= 15 are carried out in much
the same way as described herein for m=M= 7. The
cohm-msof table II shotid be substittited for the correspond-
ing coIumns of table I before proceeding with the calcrdation,
however. This calculation yieIds seven simultaneous equa-
tions for solution and a corresponding number of loading
ordinates.
The rolling-moment coefficient resulting from known load-
ing ordinates may be determined for antisymmetrical loads
by
m—l
‘A ‘--s 678sin%CJ=2(m+ 1) ..l
This formula is given in reference 14 along with other perti-
nent formulas from which the lift coefficient, induced drag,
and induced yawing moment may be determined for known
loading ordinates. Refereri6e 16 gives a formula for the
lateral center of pressure in terms of the loading ordinates
for m=M=7.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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CALCULATION SH.EET FOIi ASYMMETRICAL WING I,OADS BY STWEN-I?OIN’T WEISSINGER MIWITOT>
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TABLE I—Concluded
CALCULATION SHIIET I?OR ASYMM13TRICAL WING LtiADS BY sEVEN-POIN’I! W131SSINGER METHOD
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bComputationunnecesmryasit willleadto indetcrmimntvalue.
. For~=~,column@=tanA.
dNo valueesiste,
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TABLE 11
COLUMNS FOR INSERTION IX TABLE I WHEN MAKING 15-POIXT JTEISSINGER CALCULATIONS
FOR ASYMMETRICAL WING LOADS “
.-
I G @ 9 k‘@l -@ I@iI’J ? v n P ‘“f—. .~ 0.98079 1.00000 1 1 0 —5. 02752 @ @ @ @— —v n d(0.03125) ~@ >.n— —(b) (b) (b) . (b)——Ill 41.0060!
+
.98079 .98079 1 1 1 2. 4140s
— — —
~ .98079 .92388 1 1 2 3.53088
I
.98079 .83147 1 1 3 – L 41440
~ .98079 — —.70711 1 1 4 .82848
— — —
!. 98079 .55557 1 1 5 —. 58592
1 3
--i
o
— —
1 4 – 1.1490
— —
1 5 0
I .98079
+: ‘
.38268 1
1
i
.46912
:. 98079 .19509 7 –. 41408
1 6 –. 2608
— —
1 7 0
~ .98079 0 1 1 8 .19904
- - —I
,. 92388 1.00000 2 2 0 2.41440
(b)
O’)
(b) (b)
— —
(b) (b) (b) (b)
. —
2 11 –7. 5238
—
.92388 ! .98079 I 2 I 2 I 1 I –6. 524161
I
.92388 .92388 2 .2 2 1.00000
] .92388
— — —
.83147 2 2 3 4.35936
2 2 20.9050
— —
2 3 –8. 1096
I
.92388 ] .70711 I 2 \ 2 I 4 I –2. 00000
I .92388 .55557 22
] .92388
—_
5 I 1.29760
.38268 22 6 I – 1.00000 2161 10
I
I
+
.92388 .19509 2 2 7 .86720
— — —
i. 92388 0 2 2 8 –. 41408
2 7 –. 1330
— —
P) (b) P) P)
I
.83147 I 1.00000 I 3 I 3 I O I – 1.49664 P) I(b) I (b) I P)
~. 83147
+
.98079 3 3 1 3.41440
— — —
I .83147 .93388 3 3 2 – 5.69568
3 1 0
— —
3 2 –5. 5860
! .83147 I .83147 \31313\ .41408 313] \ 14.3996
1
!
- +
.83147 .70711 3 3 4 4.82848
— — —
i. 83147 .55557 3 3 5 –2. 41408 F34 –5. 677635 0
~.
83147 .38268 3
4
3 6 1.69568
— — —
~ .83147 .19509 3 3 7 – 1.41408
— —
I .83147 I O 3 3 8 .66816
3 [61 I –. 4952
~:, 1 7 0——
P) (b) (b)
— —
w
(b) P) (b)
== 1=7 –.3170
I
70711 1.00000 4 4 0 1.00000
1. — — —
.70711 .98079 4 4 1 I –2. 16480
.70711 I .923881414121 2.82848 4 2 0
4 3 –4. 4610
— —
4 4 I 11.3136
.70711
~ +
.83147 4 4 3 – 5.22624
—— —
,. 70711 .70711 4 4 4 0
70711 .55557 4 4— — 51 5.22624 41~1 ~ -4.4610
.70711 I .382684 4 6 I –2. 82848 4 I 6 I I o
* Colnmns @lto @ of table I should be remlculated using columns @ ond @ given here. Csleuktfons corres~nding to ?=~ should
be deleted in columns @,@, snd @.
b No rolue exfsts.
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TABLE II—Concluded
COLUMNS FOR INSERTION IN TABLE I WHEN MAKING 15-POINT WEISSINGER CALCULATIONS’
FOR ASYMMETRICAL WING LOADS ‘
.
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— — — —— —
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— — —
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— — —
.
19509 0 7 7 8
.- . . . .. I._-..... . .~ ._., . . . . .
5.02752 (b) (b) (b). P)
.-
s See footnote a, p. 13.
h h’o value exists.
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TABLE III
SAMPLE CALCULATION OF ROLLING SPAN LOADIN’G Bl” 7-POINT WEISSIXGER METHOD = *
I 1 I I I I 1 I
Illwll “ ! “ 1.5WI ~ ! “
@+@+@
v n P ;.,,
=9 ‘n (0.0625)
~A(J’,K)
9..= —
@
_—— .—
1 1 0 – 24142 2.1413 (d) (d) (’J) (d)
1 1 1 1.0000 2.4107 1 1 0.9429 0.3049
.—— — — — — ——
—
1 1 2 2. oooo— 2.6406 1. 2 .2559 .3049
-—— —— . .—— —— — —
1
——
1 3 – 1.0000 2.7037 1 3 .0913 .3049
__ — — — . —— ——
1 1 4 .4142 2.7141 (d) (d) (d) (d)
.— — —— — . ——
2 2 0 1.0000 — 1.2620 (d) (q (d) (d)
. — —— ——— ————— —————
2 2 1 – 2.8284 L 5532 2 1 1.7852 .2538
. — — ————— — — ————
2 2 2
—
0“ 2.4060 2 2 1.6620 .2538
__ — — —— ——— ——
2 2 3 2.8284 2.6356 2 3 .0064 .2538
. — . ————— —— .
2 2 4 – 1.0000 2.6606 (d) (d) (d) (d)
. ——— —— — — ————
3 3 0 –. 4142 -9232 (d) (d) (d) (d)
. — — ——— ——— ———— —_———
3 3 1 1.0000 1.0075 3 1 .2899 .2029
___ ——— ——— — — —————
3 3 2 –2. OOF L 4234 3 2 2.2828 .2029
——— —— — -——— — . ———
3 3 3 – L 0000 2.3780 3 3 1.4761 .2029
t
334
I
2.4142
I
2.5167
I
(d)
I
(d)
I
(d)
1.
(d)
(d) (d) (d)
-— ———
0.2875 10.4524 10.7399
-——— — ——
.0780 – 3.6954 – 3.6174
.0278 0 .0278
———
(d)
(d)
(d) —
———. ——
(d)
(d?
(d)
.4531 –2. 0000
~~ ~
– 1.5469
—— — —
.4218 5.6568 6.0786
—— ——— — ——
.0016 – 2.0000 – L 9984
[d) (d) (d)
(’l (d) – (d)
——— . —— ———
.0588 0 . 058S
———— —————— —
.4632 – L 5308 – 1.0676
———
—.—
2995 4.3296 4.6291
——— —
(d) (d) (d)
. Ck&uMfons of eolnmns 0 to@ of table I are belked to need no erpkmatfon and so are omitted. Cslcdatfons are earrfed out here from cohmm @I
determbMf’Jn of c~ l~mg ~~ents for a * of aspect mtff 3.5, sweep of30”, and taper rstio of 0.5.h ~ample ~~~atiom for COl~ @
When columns @ and @=l, cohunn @=(–2.4X4) (2.1413)+(LOIM) (2.4107)+(2.OWO) (2.6406)+(-1.OXKI) (2.7027)+(0.4M2) (2.7141)=0.9429
When COblDIJl@=l and eolnmn @=2, column@ =(1.MKKI)(2W3) +(-2.32M) (2.4M37)+(0)(2.6406)+(2.5234)(2.733, +C-LOLX13)(2.7141)=0.2559
3When cnhzmn @=3 and column 9=2, wkunn .@=(LOOOO)(0.9222)+(-2.2234) (LO075)+(0) (M434)+(!4.6ZW (2.3760+(-LWOO) (2.5167)=2.m8
c Equations obtained from oolnmn @
1OJ399G1-3.6174C%+O.O278Ga=O.9Z39
–1.5469G+6.0iE6Gz-l.9934f%= O.W’l
0.0W3G1-L0676G:+4 6291G~=0.3817
the
Gi=O.1513
Gz=O.19M
Gl=o.lxadNovsJueesfsts.
